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Editorial
This special issue contains a selection of papers from the 19th Annual Symposium on Computational
Geometry (SoCG 2003) held June 8–10, 2003 in San Diego, California, USA in conjunction with the
ACM’s Federated Computing Research Conference (FCRC). This issue features five fully reviewed pa-
pers from the symposium, each of which is representative of the symposium’s interest in both theoretical
and applied elements of computational geometry.
The paper on kinetic maintenance of clusters by Hershberger presents an efficient kinetic data structure
for maintaining a covering of a set of moving points by axis-aligned unit boxes. The efficient mainte-
nance geometric structures for clustering is an important problem, and this paper presents an elegant
solution. The paper by Haas, Orden, Rote, Santos, Servatius, Servatius, Souvaine, Streinu and Whiteley
considers the problem of characterizing planar graphs that admit an embedding in the plane as pseudo-
triangulations. In an earlier paper, Streinu proved that the graph of a pointed pseudo-triangulation is
rigid. This paper establishes the equivalence between these fundamental classes of graphs by showing
that every planar minimally rigid (Laman) graph can be embedded as a pointed pseudo-triangulation.
The paper on curve reconstruction by Cheng, Funke, Golin, Kumar, Poon and Ramos presents an algo-
rithm for reconstructing a smooth curve from noisy sample points. This paper shows that if the points are
sampled with sufficient density and perturbed by reasonably small errors, then with high probability the
reconstruction is faithful to the original surface. The paper on local polyhedra by Erickson introduces a
new complexity model for geometric graphs (and hence polyhedral objects) based on the notion of local
structure. The paper shows that a number of geometric operations can be performed efficiently on poly-
hedra satisfying this property and that many real geometric models satisfy this property to a great extent.
Finally, the paper on octree construction by Aronov, Brönnimann, Chang and Chiang presents several
octree construction schemes, which are used in computer-graphics applications. The authors show that
applying a cost-prediction function to guide the construction of the octree can result in significantly better
overall query performance.
I would like to thank the authors for their submissions, the referees for their prompt and thorough
efforts, and the editors of CGTA for their support and encouragement in compiling this special issue.
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